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Airway, Breathing and circulation to determine the extent of the injury. It gives first aid

examples for what to do if you find someone in cardiac arrest, bleeding, choking,
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treatments will be included in my app. I want my user to be able to find this information
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user. This website is also useful because there are hands-on simulations that the user

could watch to get a better understanding of the placement needed for CPR. There are

videos for females and males and they can be accessed in English, Spanish and Mandarin.
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Heimlich procedure will be helpful especially if it involves an infant. Food choking is the

6th leading cause of death and is often misdiagnosed for Myocardial Infarction. There is

a simple maneuver that can stop this and it would be performed if people knew the

symptoms to look for. Some of the symptoms include inability to speak or breathe, are

extremely pale, usually the victim collapses, becomes cyanotic and dies very quickly. Its

scary how fast this can happen and most people don’t react in enough time so this will be
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for danger then check patient responsiveness and from there the treatment differs.

Everyone should use the shout-tap-shout method to check for responsiveness and the

different areas to tap depend on age. An infant should be tapped on the foot while a child

should be tapped on the shoulder. Following that CPR would be administered by you or
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for every 2 rescue breaths. That is an important ratio to remember and is concise across

many websites.
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This journal talks about the importance of training school aged children in CPR. The

journal pulled from thousands of other articles and studies to piece together the

information they have. Most people would think that school aged children would not be

able to perform life saving measures but the journal argues that it's better than nothing

and that older children perform CPR very successfully while younger children are

successful using AEDs. It also highlights the importance of continuing to practice CPR so

that the children and anyone can retain the steps. This article will influence my app in

that I won't censor kids from using the app. I want all ages to be able to see the steps to

emergency responses if necessary.
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https://designcode.io/swiftui-handbook-play-video-with-avplayer.

This resource is from Design+Code which provides many examples of how to do things

in the SwiftUI program. This section explains how to add the ability to play videos to

your app. This will be helpful because I want to add hands-on videos of emergency

procedures being done into my app. I chose this source compared to others because it is

extremely detailed and has many outcomes explained as well. This will be useful for me
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because I am very new to this coding language. This source was recently updated and

adapts there steps to fit the new updates so I should be able to follow along fairly easily.
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2008. https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1197/j.aem.2005.12.021.

This journal provides insight about the need for CPR training for bystanders. It highlights

the percentages of people who are CPR certified versus the percentage of people who

actually performed CPR in an emergency. They explain that the difference in percentages

is due to people's lack of confidence in themselves and the thought that they will

somehow make matters worse. I find these statistics to be troubling because we aren’t

attempting to save as many people as we could be. These statistics are the reason I want

to make this app accessible to as many people as possible. I want bystanders to perform

CPR in an emergency if they know how.
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This source is based on the 2010 CPR guidelines and outlines the difference in giving

CPR to an adult vs a child or infant. This source is extremely helpful because it has

images with real people replicating the motions needed in specific emergencies such as

cardiac arrest, choking, and drowning. On the last page of the pdf there is a chart that

explains how these steps will be applied to the person. The chart included info like how
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many compressions per minute, amount of rescue breaths per minute, depth of chest

compressions and compression method. An important thing to highlight and will be

highlighted in our app is that an infant only needs two fingers for CPR whereas a child

needs a hand and an adult two hands on top of one another. To a bystander these

differences might seem small and easy to forget so making sure to clarify these things in

our app is essential.


